
Communications Expert | Speaker | Content Coach

Neil Gordon helps people develop and improve their 

communication skills. He works with executives, 

influencers, and thought leaders and has helped them 

get six-figure book advances, be seen on shows like 

Ellen and Dr. Oz, and double their speaking fees. Prior 

to becoming a communications expert, Neil worked on 

the editorial staff of Penguin Random House where he 

worked with New York Times bestselling authors. He 

has ghostwritten or collaborated on books published by 

Penguin Random House, HarperCollins, and Hay House 

and has been published in multiple languages across 

the world.  

Neil has been featured on NBC Palm Springs, Forbes, 

Inc., and The Irish Times. 

About Neil

To help the most productive thought leaders 
among us to persuade with heart.



The Silver Bullet

What most speakers don’t realize is that 46 of the 50 most 

popular TED talks all feature a silver bullet – a memorable, 

sticky way of increasing engagement as well as conversions. 

This talk helps thought leaders to achieve all of this in as 

little as a sentence. 
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How to make your story worth telling

Everyone likes to talk about the power of stories, but did you 

know that there’s one essential ingredient that actually 

makes a story worth telling? This talk provides the audience 

with this ingredient and shows them how it increases 

conversions.
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The most overlooked tool in communication

What most speakers don’t realize is that 46 of the 50 most 

popular TED talks all feature a silver bullet – a memorable, 

sticky way of increasing engagement as well as conversions. 

This talk helps thought leaders to achieve all of this in as 

little as a sentence. 
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Neil’s Speaking Topics



CONTACT INFORMATION

neil@neilcanhelp.com 

WEBSITE

neilcanhelp.com

SOCIAL MEDIA

Facebook: facebook.com/neilcanhelp

Twitter: @neilcanhelp

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/neilcanhelp

YouTube: neilcanhelp

“Neil’s content and workshop delivery is 

professional and engaging. His expertise in 

leadership, communication and messaging 

allows him to serve our nonprofit 

community well.” 

LEAH JACOBSON
Nonprofit Learning LabPraise for Neil’s Speaking:

“Neil does such a great job at seamlessly 

making his material resonate and sink in 

that six years after my initial workshop with 

him, I’m still using what I learned that day. 

And they’re fun!”

ED WALTON
Pain Psychology Center

“A unique blend of heart, integrity and 

attuned experience in the way of crafting 

messages that get ideas to stick, I find Neil 

a refreshing resource in the world of 

speaker coaching.”

KERI NOLA
Healers Code Live

http://neilcanhelp.com/
https://www.facebook.com/neilcanhelp
https://twitter.com/neilcanhelp
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCOmpRBS2436uw4pzou9IFFw

